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Background

Reliable representations of spatial distribution of snow and
subsequent snow-melt are critical challenges for
hydrological estimations, given their crucial relevance in
mountainous regimes especially because of the high
sensitivity to climate change.

Rationale

Relatively accurate physically based models are data
intensive while in-situ measurements of snow-depth are
prone to be non-representative due to local influences.
Likewise, lack of snow-depth information and to some
extent, cloud cover in the mountains limit the usage of
Remote-sensing images in snow estimation.

Highlight of the work

•Flexible methodology incorporating available remotely-
sensed images (MODIS Snow-cover products2) to calibrate
simple distributed snow-melt models

•Time-continuous spatial snow extent in snow dominated
regions

•Final validated spatial snow-distribution data can be, as a
stand-alone input, coupled with distributed hydrological
models to improve the model predictions.

•Simplicity and transferability across different
geographical domains with reasonable precipitation and
temperature data

Inputs
Meteorology : daily precipitation, daily (max, min, mean)

temperatures, daily solar radiation

Topography : DEM, aspect and landuse

Snow information for calibration: MODIS Aqua and Terra

imageries

Data preprocessing
Temperature: Daily External drift Kriging (elevation as a

drift)

Precipitaiton: Daily External drift Kriging (directionally

smoothed elevation as a drift) 3

Cloud removal from MODIS images 4

Framework

Model Evaluation

1. Snow-detection threshold definition 

• If  If snowgrd, model >= sno_th, corresponding grid value= 1

• snowgrd, model < sno_th, corresponding grid value = 0

2.  Reclass MODIS snow cover composite as:

• No Snow = 0,  Snow (1-100) = 1    

3. Model Evaluation based on a Brier Score: 

𝐁𝐒 =
𝟏

𝑵
σ𝐭=𝟏
𝑵 𝒇𝒕 − 𝑶𝒕

𝟐 , where, ft = modeled 

output,    ot = observed values

4. Evaluation of outputs based on HBV flow simulation
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Study Area

a. Baden-Wuerttemberg   and Bavaria in 
Germany : 

characterized by intermittent snow

b. Switzerland: 
characterized by partly long duration snow

Results
Comparison of simulated snow distribution with MODIS
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Results

Performance evaluation of the snow-model outputs in HBV

a. Basic HBV model with snow component is used as a reference

b. Melt water outputs are fed into a HBV module without the snow-

component (henceforth referred as ‘Liquid HBV’) to compare the impacts on

the resulting flows

c. Nash-Sutcliffe efficiencies (NSE) for the whole time series as well as Winter

period are evaluated.

Neckar catchment in Baden-Wuerttemberg 

‘Liquid’ HBV

Horb catchment in Baden-Wuerttemberg

Reuss catchment in Switzerland
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Concluding remarks

• Results suggest good agreement with MODIS data and the parameters show
relative stability across the time domain at the same sites and are
transferrable to other regions

• Calibration using readily available images used in this method offers adequate
flexibility, albeit the simplicity, to calibrate snow distribution in mountainous
areas across a wide geographical extent with reasonably accurate
precipitation and temperature data.

• Improvement in HBV model performance is also observed.
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